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Bison World 

 

Executive Summary 

 

Since the dawn of man, humans have been fascinated with the Bison. You'll find prehistoric 

cave paintings and petroglyphs that date back over 30,000 years that feature numerous figures 

and animals, but none more prominent than the Bison.  

The American Bison is the largest land mammal in North America, with an average bull Bison 

standing about six feet tall and literally weighing a ton. That might be considered diminutive 

when you take into account the Bison's ancient ancestors; Bison Latifrons stood over eight feet 

tall and weighed around 4400 pounds. These ancient ancestors wandered the Great Plains with 

mastodons, dire wolves, and saber-toothed tigers.  

After teetering on the edge of extinction just over a hundred years ago, the American Bison is 

now making a comeback. The human fascination with the Bison continues to captivate and 

inspire new respect and appreciation for this great beast. 

Bison World captures the inimitable essence of the majestic Bison, by bringing together the 

grand majesty of the American Bison into an expansive experience that both entertains and 

enriches.  

Bison World is no less extensive in delivering dynamic guest experiences, engrossing exhibits, 

immersive play areas, great food, live entertainment, and of course, the chance to encounter 

Bison.  
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THE BISON WORLD GUEST EXPERIENCE 

 

BISON ENTRY MALL 

The journey to the heart of Bison World begins as guests approach the spectacular Bison Entry 
Mall. The eclectic and refined architecture reflects a welcoming vibe with a distinct homage to 
Indigenous American Heritage. The celebratory ambiance of the entry is an array of natural 
wood and colorful accents, giving it an attractive synthesis of design. However, it is the 
exquisitely handsome, life-sized Bison figure fountain, situated just past the turnstiles that 
captivates. 

As guests approach the Bison Entry Mall, they are initially drawn toward the main gate. To the 
guest's right is the main services building that houses the box office and ticketing, and guest 
services – This includes first aid, security, lost and found, lockers, dog kennels, and other park 
support. Left of the main gate is the central retail and gift shop for Bison World. 

Retail: The Bison World gift shop is stocked with all the essential souvenirs, mementos, and 
gifts one would expect, including T-shirts, hats, mugs, postcards, key chains, pins, models, and 
figurines, along with some fine jewelry and educational components.  

Close to the Bison World retail store is the Tourism Gateway, where guests can learn about 
other great local tourist attractions and places of interest. 

BBQ Restaurant: The BBQ restaurant offers a large mix of sit-down and takeaway options for 
maximum guest convenience and a respite on hot (or cold days) to get out of the elements and 
relax with some great food and drink.  

NOTE: The BBQ restaurant is a part of the Bison World phase two efforts.  

Bison Entry Statue: As a visual introduction, this imaginative fountain and Bison statue is a 
striking symbol of Bison World and will be the Park's iconic photo opportunity and one of many 
Instagrammable stops in the park.  

Upon entering into the park, guests pass a large plaza adorned with an artistic array of colorful 
poles that encircle the plaza. Straight ahead, they can peer over an outlook to the open fields of 
roaming Bison and the distant Bison Safari Central outpost. To the right is Dakota Corral, the 
expansive kid’s play area, the Aerial Skyway, and beyond that the Bison World Festival Stage 
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Amphitheater.  To the left stands the prominent Bison Discovery Center with Bison Safari 
dispatch nearby. 

 

 

THE BISON SAFARI 

When guests purchase their tickets for Bison World, staff members will alert them of their 
options to personalize their Bison World experience. One of the upgrade opportunities is the 
Bison Safari. The Safari gives intrepid visitors a chance to board special "safari land cruisers" 
and take an adventurous journey out to the open plains to experience Bison in the wild.  

The finale' to this ride is a stop at Bison Safari Central. Here, the adventure continues, giving 
visitors an elite chance for a Bison encounter. This integrated paddock and small corral will 
house a handful of Bison where guests can get a close-up look at North America's largest land 
animal. 

• Gives visitors an exclusive VIP experience  

• Special photo opportunities 

• Guests get to be close to Bison 

• Offers a thrill level experience 

 

AERIAL SKYWAY 

Bison World offers guests the option to take a relaxing and picturesque journey across the 
Bison World property on the aerial skyway. This exceptional excursion begins adjacent to the 
Bison World Festival Stage. This peerless adventure gives guests the rare opportunity to "fly" 
over pastures and plains of roaming Bison. The trip will venture across the plains, past Safari 
Central, delivering guests to Dakota Thunder, the behemoth Bison monument.  

• Provides unmatched views of the Bison and landscape 

• Truly Instagrammable moments 

• An icon and attractor for curious motorists passing by 

 

GREAT PLAINS AIR RACE – ZIP LINE 
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Bison World’s adventurous guests can get their adrenalin rush on the Great Plain’s Air Race! 
This triple-track zip-line dares even the bravest voyagers to experience flight in a thrilling air 
race across the open plains of Bison World's landscape, eventually landing near the Safari 
Central outpost. Guests will pay a little extra for this opportunity, but it’s completely worth it! 

• Provides a true thrill attraction 

• A top draw for kids and teens  

• Also a dynamic draw and attractor for curious motorists  

  

BISON WORLD FESTIVAL STAGE 

The Bison World amphitheater is a grand 1500 seat performance venue that will anchor the 
entertainment program in the park by featuring daytime and nighttime shows. Behind the main 
seating array, there is a large grassy slope that can be used for overflow or for guests that may 
prefer to spread out and enjoy the show from the comfort of the lawn. This grassy seating 
option can seat up to one thousand additional people, bringing the capacity of the Bison World 
amphitheater to 2500 guests.  

For the daytime entertainment program, Bison World will present a rollicking, fun-packed show 
that will have something for everyone in the family. This musical, dance and comedic 
presentation will be a colorful tribute to the local community, and go beyond clichés to present 
both historical legacy and contemporary life on the plains. The show will run approximately 30-
40 minutes and will be presented multiple times a day.  

To activate the nighttime entertainment program Bison World will present a full-length custom 
show that will celebrate the North Dakota culture, legacy and community in a wide-ranging 
show full of music, variety and spectacle.  The two-hour production will feature a large cast of 
singers, dancers, actors, and specialty performers and will be a must-see vacation experience 
and destination. 

The stage and sets will be modular so the venue can easily be converted to accommodate tour 
acts, special shows, concerts, and other traveling events.  

• Provides a wow factor and potential "nighttime spectacle" venue 

• The malleable design gives Bison World an extra gate to feature events and talent outside the Park's 
program. Also, a separate entrance for the amphitheater means that theater and special event guests 
don't have to load through the ticketed park area. 

• Can feature seasonal and holiday performances for Christmas and Halloween to draw returning 
visitors and locals. 
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DAKOTA CORRAL CHILDREN'S ZONE 

Bison World has many wonders to explore, but probably none more enchanting than the 
Dakota Corral Children's Zone. This delightful area is filled with play, interactives, and 
discoverable moments.  

The featured attraction here is the imaginative, two-story climbing structure consisting of a 
fantastical array of catawampus wooden platforms, crisscrossing rope bridges, slides, and other 
fun surprises.  

Other areas for kids to explore in the Dakota Corral include a whimsical maze and an enchanted 
cavern. The caverns are an arrangement of fun tunnels that kids can crawl through and explore.  

While parents are encouraged to join their kids as they explore and cavort, the play area has 
been designed with safety as a priority, so kids can securely play on their own if the parents opt 
to relax on a nearby bench.  

Welcoming gardens, brightly colored plants, and greenery add a comforting ambiance and 
provide plenty of shade.  

• Answers the important "happy kid" factor, providing parents a place to rest and observe while the 
little ones expel some energy 

• Provides playful, eye-catching beauty along with trees, gardens, and shade 

• Promotes a sense of community and social connectedness 

• Provides tired parents a breather while their kids are playing 



Apogee Attractions LLC 
19360 Rinaldi Street., Ste 352 • Porter Ranch, Ca 91326 • USA 

Direct, +1 818-341-1515 • rmctyre@ApogeeA.com 

 

 

THE BISON DISCOVERY CENTER 

You could say that the story of the Bison is as old as man itself, but in truth, it is much older. 
The American Bison's ancestors migrated across the Bering land bridge well over a hundred 
thousand years ago during the Pleistocene.  

Bison are a keystone species, meaning they are a crucial part of the ecosystem; many other 
species principally depend on them. If Bison were removed from the ecosystem, it would be 
devastating to many aspects of the environment. This is precisely what almost happened 
about 140 years ago.  

The many components of the Bison story include  ancestry, their essential relationship with 
Indigenous Americans, the symbiotic connections that they have with other plants and 
animals, and a look at the natural predators of the Bison. The conclusion here is that humans 
pose the biggest threat to the survival of the Bison.  

The Bison Discovery Center will also feature stories and exhibits that study Bison conservation 
and ranching and how the Bison have made a remarkable come back. 

The overall approach to storytelling will be strategic and dynamic, opting to focus on visual 
storytelling techniques instead of numerous text displays. Figures, props, artifacts, and the 
clever use of special effects, sound, and media will all be utilized to make the Bison Discovery 
Center an informative and emotional experience that is not to be missed.  

The Bison Discovery Center is the heart of Bison World and holds the monumental commission 
to tell the Bison story from the dawn of man to their near extinction at the hands of humans, 
and how todays modern efforts of conservation and ranching have fostered one of the most 
successful extinction comebacks ever.  

Each exhibit will present a different aspect of the Bison story, from its first appearance in North 
America over 100,000 years ago to the present day… 

 

THE ROTUNDA 

Upon entry into the Bison Discover Center guest initially enter The Rotunda, a breathtaking 
visual introduction to the story of the Bison. This grand atrium acts as the heart and central 
gathering space for guests.  

Prominently centered in the open floor is an artistically abstract sculpture of a Bison. Stationed 
around the open balcony above on the 2nd floor are figures of Indigenous Americans, each 
representing a local and significant tribe of Dakota territories. 

mailto:rmctyre@ApogeeA.com
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 The overall feel of the Rotunda is modern and balances perfectly with the design and 
integration of artifacts, figures, heritage and story.  

 

ANCESTRY – ORIGINS & MIGRATION 

Paleontological discoveries and scientific evidence disclose that today's American Bison 

descended directly from Steppe Bison, as it was the first Bison to cross the Bering land during 

the Pleistocene. The Steppe Bison was similar in shape but slightly larger than today's Bison.  

The Bison's earliest known evolutionary ancestors, Bison Palaeosinensis, first evolved on the 

savannas of India and Asia during the early part of the ice age over two million years ago. Bison 

Priscus, also known as the Steppe Bison is the ancestor of all other Bison species. 

Bison Latifrons was the largest of all Bison standing nearly eight feet high, and equipped with 

horns that spanned six feet. Latifrons evolved and thrived for over a 100,000 years in North 

America but became extinct near the end of the Ice Age, approximately 25,000 years ago. 

Large portions of the northern hemisphere's water were frozen and held in massive 
compacted ice sheets during the ice age. This phenomenon lowered the sea levels to the point 
that revealed land that once connected continents. The Bering land bridge between what is 
now Siberia and the Bering Strait was a foundation for many different species of animal and 
early humans that journeyed from Asia and as far as Europe to North America.  

Guests can follow the timeline of Bison from prehistoric times to modern day and can even 
join an archeological dig and find clues to ancient Bison’s ancestors. 

On a grand and beautiful topographical 3D mural, visitors can see the migration patterns of 
Bison from Europe to Asia, and eventually to North America.  

 

THE GREAT PLAINS 

The Great Plains is a ten-minute media experience that immerses guests into a sweeping visual 
chronicle of life on the plains. Incorporating 360-degree projection mapping and surround 
sound, this extraordinary production puts guests into amazing scenarios, including soaring 
with eagles, leaping with antelope, and the unmatched intensity of being in the middle of a 
Bison stampede. 

The Great Plains will allow guests to experience seasonal life on the plains as seen through the 
animals' eyes that inhabit this environment, from sunrise to sunset, surrounded by the beauty 
and power of the plains through the seasons.  
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SACRED BISON THEATER 

This standing theater is a designed to feel like an abstract tipi-style structure. Inside this 
theater space the interior, the walls are essentially individual screens stretched between 
wooden mullions. The media is rear-projected onto the screens that encircle the guests, 
creating a uniquely immersive experience.  

The story recounts the sacredness of the Bison – explored through the eyes of an Indigenous 
American. Guests see ancient traditions and respect for the Bison being passed on from 
generation to generation, the sorrow of the potential extinction, and the rebirth of the Bison 
in modern times.  

 

NATURAL SURVIVAL 

The American prairie is a complex balance of plants, birds, mammals, and myriad other living 
organisms. Together, they have formed a symbiotic relationship, each relying on nature's 
delicate balance to sustain life and the environment. 

The Bison is a keystone species in North America, and the shared benefits provided between 
Bison and other Great Plains species have evolved over thousands of years. 

The unique and interactive Natural Survival exhibit treats guests to truly discoverable 
moments and storytelling. A stunning diorama features a realistic, life-sized Bison that guests 
can explore from several angles, giving the most curious a chance to crawl under the display to 
see a Bison from almost any perspective! 

 

PREDATORS 

The concept of the natural life cycle is the very basis of life and governs the existence of all 
living things. In nature, death is an integral part of this cycle because it provides a chance for 
life to begin as another dies.  

The American Bison is the largest land mammal in North America and has few dangers from 
predators. While it is a fact that wolves, mountain lions, and grizzly bears are known to attack 
these sizable creatures, they primarily prey on the sick, old, or young calves.  

When the first ships from Europe began to explore the new land of America, it was estimated 
that there were no less than 30 million Bison that roamed from Mexico to New England and 
well north into Canada. By 1883, less than 1000 Bison were left throughout North America. 
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Though human beings posed the greatest threat to the American Bison's survival, it is now 
humans who must preserve their life and legacy. 

Graphs, visual displays - along with breathtaking photography and art, all coalesce to deliver 
the story in a deeply engaging and thought-provoking spectacle. The most eye-catching scene 
in this room is the prominent figure of a full-grown Bull Bison and Grizzly Bear in the throws of 
battle. 

 

TOWARD EXTINCTION 

The Bison's near-extinction at the hands of settlers, government officials, and the US Army is a 
grim and challenging story to tell. Nevertheless, in relating these stories, we hopefully can 
learn to never let anything like this happen again.  

A covered wagon is stationed prominently along the exhibit path and is dressed to resemble a 
typical old Prairie Schooner from the mid to late 19th century. Using a layered media effect to 
convey the story in an emotional presentation, guest see a settler inside the wagon as he lights 
a lamp and welcomes us. He looks tired and worn. He laments how immigration from Europe 
was the beginning of the Bison's demise. He says settlers like himself along with the 
government, and commercial greed reduced the vast herds of over 30 million wild Bison to just 
under a thousand in only a few decades. 

 

RAILROAD TO THE WEST 

The Transcontinental Railroad was hailed as a remarkable achievement of planning, 
engineering, and construction. On May 10th, 1869, when the last track was laid, and the final 
spike was driven to join the east to the west, it sparked a grand celebration across the newly 
connected country. It also changed America in a dramatic and sometimes startling fashion.  

The impact on the Bison was multilayered and devastating. However, few could have imagined 
the impact of what the Transcontinental Railroad would press upon the lives of Indigenous 
Americans and the vast herds of Bison they relied on for many of their needs.  

This exhibit features a train car experience that simulates a train ride through the northern 
prairies using some special effects with embedded media screens.  

 

PROTECTING THE FEW 

Few could have predicted that by 1883, barely a thousand Bison were left in existence. Some 
prominent people raised their voices to save the Bison, pleading with officials to act and 
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preserve what was left of the great herds. Of those responsible for the early conservation 
efforts included Indigenous American Ranchers who had been working for years to bring Bison 
calves onto their ranches to breed.  

The most renowned and distinguished of these heroes are recognized here in this exhibit. In 
handsome but straightforward displays, the Bison Discovery Center celebrates the tenacity of 
these individuals and briefly outlines their story and how crucial their actions were in saving 
the Bison.  

 

MODERN RANCHING 

Bison ranchers across the Northern States have played a large part in restoring the American 
Bison to the Great Plains landscape while being good stewards and expanding the populations. 

Bison were rescued from the brink of extinction in the early 20th century. Today, there are 
close to 500,000 Bison in North America due to conservationists, conscientious ranching, and 
herd management. The significant relationship between Indigenous Americans and Bison has 
been an influential factor for thousands of years and continues today for modern-day 
ranchers. 

Creatively designing a portal into a rancher's office and using a rear projection screen mounted 
behind a scrim, this multi-media presentation provides an insider's glimpse into the life of 
modern-day Bison ranchers.  

 

RANCHER’S FUNHOUSE 

For the younger guests that visit The Bison Discovery Center, an entire world of ranch-house 

fun awaits at this kid’s play area. The Rancher’s Funhouse lets little explorers discover, play 

and create in a fun, enclosed area where they can engage and do what kids do best.  

 

• The Bison Discovery Center provides a world-class immersive museum experience 

• Approaches the story on different levels using artifacts and relics, along with poignant and heartfelt 
storytelling methodology 

• Makes the story of the Bison engaging and accessible to all ages 

• Gives the community a sense of ownership and pride 
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CONCLUSION 

Bison World in Jamestown, North Dakota, is a thrilling park and a place of excitement, 

entertainment, and surprise, while providing a perfect blend of educational elements. 

Bison World provides a variety of enticing experiences for visitors of all ages with its engaging 

architecture, retail offerings, adventurous experiences, and the Bison Discovery Center.  

However, Bison World goes beyond offering a few related attractions and rides; it transforms 

and recreates an entirely new identity for a hybrid animal encounter and theme park, offering 

its visitors a diverse and extraordinary guest experience at a world-class destination. 

 


